Announcing the Intuicom RTK Bridge®-X Trade-In Program

Trade-in your older modem and receive a $500 trade-in credit towards the purchase of a new 4G LTE RTK Bridge®-X.

Earn a $500 trade-in credit for any agricultural modem that you trade-in towards the purchase of a new 4G LTE RTK Bridge®-X or 4G LTE RTK Bridge®-X Performance Kit.

Acknowledgment of Participation

Yes, we want to participate in the Intuicom RTK Bridge®-X Trade-in Program.

Company Name: __________________________________________________________

Authorized By: __________________________________________________________

Print Name: _____________________________ Date Signed: _______________________

Scan and email to: sales@intuicom.com or fax to: 303.449.4346

Participation in the Intuicom RTK Bridge®-X Trade-in Program requires the Acknowledgment of Participation to be signed by an authorized member of the participating company. Only one Acknowledgment of Participation is required per company. The date of your eligibility to participate and begin earning $500 trade-in vouchers begins the date the Acknowledgment of Participation is signed and returned to Intuicom, Inc.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

The Intuicom RTK Bridge®-X Trade-in Program lets you earn a $500 trade in voucher on any 4G LTE RTK Bridge®-X or 4G LTE RTK Bridge®-X Performance Kit when you trade-in any existing Intuicom RTK Bridge® (or qualifying agricultural modem).

Modems eligible for trade-in include Intuicom RTK Bridge®-M, Intuicom Bridge®-C, Trimble DCM-300, or other precision agriculture modems.

Each $500 trade in voucher requires the purchase of a new 4G LTE RTK Bridge®-X and will be activated and credited to your account upon receipt of the modem being traded in to Intuicom, Inc. as directed. Trade in credits activated and credited to your account will remain effective until June 30, 2017.